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Khan Bahadur Nawab muzaffar khan.
 
T&<? Chairman : Then the intervening country is no part of your constituency ?
J>. Narang : That is so.
TA<s Chairman : We have the same thing in a smaller degree in England. We group together boroughs. Mr. Lloyd George is member for Carnarvon Boroughs, and Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman was member for Stirling Burghs. There are a number of such cases; but the distances between one borough and another with us are not so great.
Raja Narendra Nath: My constituency covers the whole of the Punjab. That is representing special interests.
The Chairman: I do not see how that can*be avoided. That, after all, is not perhaps a geographical constituency so much as the representation of special interests; but the striking thing is when we come to purely geographical areas they are sometimes this size.
Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan : The best illustration is this Multan. division.
 77.	The Chairman (to the Witness) :   Have you a
view yourself as -to whether it would be better to
increase the number of members by reducing the size
of some of the constituencies ?    Of course, you have
got to remember that if you reduce the size of a
given constituency it means increasing the number
of members ?—Yes.
 78.	What is your own judgment, on your experi
ence,   of   this,   speaking  from   the   administrative
point of view ?—The population of Hindus in that
division—that is a non-Muhammadan constituency
—would be so small that if you allotted a certain
number of electors for one member I think perhaps
you would find it very difficult to reduce the area of
that constituency.
 79.	That   raises   another  interesting   point,   and
I am not sure that I know here in the Punjab ;• I
know how it is in Bombay.    Let us take a con
stituency with boundaries,  the Multan division or
anything you like.    Now, there will be, will there not,
a Muhammadan constituency where all the Muham-
madans vote ?    Is that right ?—Yes.
 80.	Or more than one ?
Chaudhri Zdfrullah Khan : Multan division returns about six or seven members.
 81.	The   Chairman:    That   means   that  for  the
purposes  of returning Muhammadans  the area is
broken up into six smaller areas, each a separate
constituency ?—Yes.
 82.	Then when we come to the non-Muhammadan
constituency in the Multan division, I gather it is a
single constituency of all one ?—Yes.
 83.	I do not quite understand your last remark,
that if you  made the  constituencies smaller you
would have too few people of a particular community
to make a constituency.    For instance, it would be
conceivable to divide the Multan division not into
six areas but into nine ;  instead of there being one
Hindu member there might be two.    I do not follow
why you say the difficulty   of  sub-division would
' be that you would not get enough people in the constituency ?—If the population is small, naturally the member allotted to- that area would be one, according to the population basis.
84 It really comes to this. You have got to take the population or the total of the electors or whatever the proper figure to take is. You have got to divide it by some figure or other which will guide you to the total number of elected members on the council ?—'Exactly.
 85.	Then it becomes a question of the suitable
distribution of the seats ?-—Yes.
 86.	Lord Bumham:   I am not quite clear as to
the difference between the electoral areas for, the
legislative council and for the Legislative Assembly-.
Taking Multan division, for the two purposes of tne
general electorate and the Mubanunadan and non-
Muhammadan, could you tell us ?—I explained that
as far as the electoral rolls are concerned we make
them by police stations.    Police stations are  our
 units ; however big the constituency may be, our electoral roll will be for that police station. Now, supposing for non-Muhammadans the whole of the Multan division and the Rawalpindi division is a constituency, and for the council it is a smaller constituency, then we shall prepare electoral rolls for a smaller area, and those electors, whether they are of the Assembly or of the council, would go to the same polling station. The extent of the constituency would not make much difference in that, as far as the conduct of elections is concerned.
 87.	Although, of course, they are a different set
of electors ?—Yes,    We give different serial numbers.
We will take a polling area, which is a thana in this
case, and there are, say, 8,000 voters for the council
amongst   non-Muhammadans;    there   may   be   50
voters for the Assembly, and those 50 voters will be
separately numbered,  1, 2, 3 and so on ;   so when
an elector comes to that place he will see what his
number is, and he will poll in that polling area or
in    that    polling    station.       Then    those     ballot
papers would be collected and sent to the returning
officer   concerned.      So   there   is no   difficulty   in
that.
 88.	But as the number of electors is smaller for
the Legislative Assembly, the constituency is there
fore more scattered ?—Yes.
 89.	And more difficult, I imagine, for the member
to get at, or the candidate,  I should say ?—Yes,
very difficult for the candidate to get at.
 90.	He  can  only do so   through  the  post ?—In
the case of those constituencies in which the number
of electors is limited, we do it by post, as for instance,
in   the   case   of   the   Legislative  Assembly,   special
constituency, but in the case of general constituencies
I think it would be very difficult, and even then the
candidate will not gain by it,  because he has to
approach  the  same  elector  whether  he  votes  by
post or	
91.	The Chairman :   I think there is a slight mis
understanding between you and my lord.    I think
my lord's question, had to do with the extent to
which the candidate is able to get into touch with
his constituents.    He was not speaking of how the
constituents  voted.—Generally the candidate  can
vasses by post, and then I think the member of the
Legislative Assembly approaches the local candidate
""of the legislative council and asks him to canvass for him, too, in the rural area, because the candidates for the local council or their agents generally attend every polling station, and this candidate of the Assembly also asks them to canvass for him in the rural areas, and he also does it by post. He sees the electoral roll, and wherever he finds the number of voters in towns is very large he sends his agents to canvass for him.
 92.	Lord Burnham • Then virtually speaking there
is no personal touch as between man and man ?—
No.
 93.	Major  Atttee :    On the  question  of ^election
petitions, you have not had very many ?—No.
 94.	Is  it  possible  that   more  election   petitions
might have been brought had not the petitioner
known that he was in the same case as the person
he would like to unseat ?—That is possible.
 95.	You   were   asked   with   regard   to   bribery.
Would you say there was much undue influence by
persons in a superior economic position, landlords,
moneylenders, and so on ?—No, not so far.
J)6. Is there any pressure put by village officials ?
	Government issued very strict instructions that
no officials were in any way to influence the conduct of elections.
 97.	Are  they carried  out ?—I  cannot   be  sure.
I thmlc there were complaints from certain parts
that official influence was used.    I do not say that
Government in any way influences the conduct of
elections,  but officers sometimes help their friend
and disobey the instructions issued by Government.
 98.	When the electors come from their villages to
vote, do -they come individually or does the village
sometimes come as a whole, almost marching to the

